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OLIO launches creative
initiatives in light of
COVID-19
Maddyness spoke to Tessa Clarke, CEO and co-
founder of OLIO, a pioneering company tackling
food waste, to hear about what they have
implemented to help communities cope with
lockdown and how they continue to encourage
food sharing in neighbourhoods.

Now more than ever, companies realise how essential it is to move with the
behavioural and economical changes occurring amid the pandemic. Some
businesses have found the need to pivot or offer their services and solutions for
free to support NHS workers in their nationwide efforts while others are
choosing to help society with the nationwide challenge to get food.

Each year, a third of the food produced globally is thrown away, with UK
households responsible for over half of all food waste. On average, a UK family
throws away £700 worth of food each year, which adds up to £12.5B yearly.

Days before the UK lockdown was officially announced, panic pushed shoppers
to empty supermarkets and collect much more food than needed. Food sharing
app OLIO focuses on food waste reduction and decided to implement different
solidarity actions during the COVID-19 crisis.

https://www.maddyness.com/uk/2020/01/12/foodtech-four-trends-to-watch-in-2020/


“It’s widely believed that Charles Darwin said that it
wasn’t the strongest or most intelligent that
survived, but those most able to adapt. And never
has this been truer than in a crisis. From the macro
level —  where countries that responded fastest have
seen the lowest death tolls — to the micro level
where businesses such as OLIO have sprung into
action, we’ve seen that speed of response has been
key.” – Tessa Clarke, CEO and co-founder of OLIO

First, OLIO decided to rescue people’s food in the face of pending closures. The
process is simple: the food tech company encourages its users to be in touch
for any urgent surplus food collection to be picked up by Food Waste Heroes.
The volunteers collect the surplus food and redistribute it to their local
community and particularly to the most vulnerable via the app.

In order to support greatly key health heroes during these uncertain times,
OLIO created the #Cook4Carers campaign to encourage talented chefs and
local residents to show their support by cooking a ready meal for carers during
their hard work.

Let's #Cook4Carers �

Show your support & appreciation for our brave
#NHS workers & #keyworkers, than by sharing
meal(s) with them? (Sharing safely of course, by
using no-contact pickups).

Here's how you can get involved:

https://olioex.com/ad-hoc-covid19/
https://olioex.com/cook4carers/
https://twitter.com/hashtag/Cook4Carers?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/hashtag/NHS?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/hashtag/keyworkers?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw


https://t.co/CuK51D0IRf#NHSclap #FridayFeeling
pic.twitter.com/c2c9L3xZTN

— OLIO • The #1 Free Sharing App (@OLIO_ex) April
17, 2020

Similarly, in an effort to help self-isolating kids who’ll lose millions of school
meals amid lockdown, OLIO decided to implement the #Cook4Kids campaign,
which aims to invite chefs and communities to cook ready lunches for children
staying at home near them.

Schools might be closing, but lunches must go on!
Help local families & #Cook4Kids!

� Cook/prepare a kids lunch
� Share on the @OLIO_ex
� Opt for a no-contact pick-up if preferred
��� Local families enjoy your food!

Your neighbours need you more than
ever!#CoronaCrisis pic.twitter.com/LeMTDdN4bR

— OLIO • The #1 Free Sharing App (@OLIO_ex)
March 20, 2020

https://t.co/CuK51D0IRf
https://twitter.com/hashtag/NHSclap?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/hashtag/FridayFeeling?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://t.co/c2c9L3xZTN
https://twitter.com/OLIO_ex/status/1251061610124378119?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/OLIO_ex/status/1251061610124378119?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://olioex.com/cook4kids/
https://twitter.com/hashtag/Cook4Kids?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/OLIO_ex?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/hashtag/CoronaCrisis?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://t.co/LeMTDdN4bR
https://twitter.com/OLIO_ex/status/1241031729646907392?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
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